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The world will be as one.

A harmonious and happy world without conflicts.
Isn't everyone hoping for such a world with all their heart?
The goal of As One Network is to make it possible in this 

world without giving up it as an empty dream.

“The World
Will Be As One”This is a passage sung in John Lennon's masterpiece 

“Imagine”.
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As One Network
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCIKJaYhvk3sXF0CPu_wvt5w

http://as-one.main.jp/English/

Contact
Us
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As One Network office
1244 Sanjomachi, Suzuka city, Mie prefecture, Japan 
TEL: +81-90-7693-2858　　FAX : +81-59-373-4005
E-mail 　pj.niam.eno-sa@lanoitanretni ： 
http://as-one.main.jp/English/
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Access
Very close to Suzuka Circuit
Chubu Centrair International Airport 1.5 hour
Ise Jinguu 1.5hour

【Public transportation】
From Nagoya, 1.5 hour
Osaka 2.5hour, Kyoto 2.5hour
Kintetsu Line：Isewakamatu
transfer to Kintetsu Suzuka line
Hiratacho Eki
Walk to Suzuka Culture Station 
15 minutes

【Car】
Suzuka Interchange20 minutes Ise Jinguu
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Human beings desire peace; however, there are still 
conflicts somewhere in the world. Even though science and 
technologies have progressed, and goods and services 
have become rich, people's hearts remain anxious.

Since long time ago, people have been able to work 
and cooperate with a large number of people due to their 
superior intelligence and have survived and developed 
even under difficult conditions.

But, today, humans seem to be bound and suffer by 
man-made fictions, such as borders, rules, penalties, and 
money.

Is this actually a human society?  Don’ t you give up 
thinking that’ s the way it is? 

However, we believe that people have the creative 
power to design and realize an ideal. 

In 2001, in Suzuka/Mie Prefecture, we took a step 
forward to a new society. After that, through research and 
experiments on "people and society," we found a method 
called the ScienZ Method, which afflict us, and allows us to 
realize a human way of life, We are trying new social 
models in the As One Suzuka community, and we have 
accumulated practices in various parts of Japan and 
overseas.

This attempt has awakened the wishes that all people 
originally have inside, and the more and more people are 
born all over the world with a light in the heart, saying “If 
it’ s like this, then I can do that!” or “This is the society I 
always wanted to create”.

We want to reach out our hands to like-minded people, 
connect us and realize a happy world without conflicts.

Why don’ t we build it together?

Let us be happy 
with everyone in the world ！ What is the ScienZ MethodThe Realization 

Method

The method by which What the As One Network aims for

The world without conflicts and confrontationThe world without conflicts and confrontation
The society in which anybody can live according 

to their true wishes
The society in which anybody can live according 

to their true wishes

LawLaw MoneyMoney

BorderBorderCompanyCompany

Both "according to their true wishes" and 
"creating a happy society without conflicts" cannot 
be achieved simply by wishing, but it is necessary 
to dispose of a method of realization that makes it 
possible.

What we call the "ScienZ Method" is a 
consistent method that begins with "knowing the 
human being" and continues to "realizing the 
society" where we can live in accordance with how 
the human being is.

This method is as follows:

FictionFiction
The fixed assumption 
that things exist 
“that must be done"

Knowing the 
human thinking

Things are abundant 
and filled with 
people s actions

Knowing the facts,
the reality

Things are abundant and 
filled with people's actions

Knowing the 
human being

I want to demonstrate and express my 
personal taste and my personality according 
to how I am, according to how this person is, 
to carefully make the best use of all things, 

loving myself and loving people.

Let the flower of life 
blossoms and bear fruits

Organization and operation 
full of humanity

Politics and economics by which anybody 
can live according to their true wishes

A society in which we can live in 
accordance with how the human being is

1

2

3

4
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The awareness of “it is human thinking”

How is the fact, how is the reality?

How is the original, the essence?

Through this process (1 to 3):

To realize the ideal

It can be also said that this method is the activity 
of knowing the human being and to live in 
accordance with how the human being is. It's the 
revolution of the human intellect based on people's 
intelligence, and we carry out this revolution as we 
synchronize the transformation of people’s inner 
side and the change of society.

This method can be applied everywhere.  
Currently, it is introduced not only in Japan but also 
in Korea, Brazil and Switzerland. 

In addition to the formation of communities, it is 
practically used in various areas such as company 
management, share house management, child- 
rearing, and education as well as the way of life of 
senior citizens, creating “a society where everyone 
can live according to their true wishes”.

* ScienZ is an abbreviation of "Scien" for "Scien-
tific Investigation of the Essential Nature" + "Z" for 
zero (nothing, empty), which means reviewing 
everything from the point of zero.
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P14Community house Eguchi

As One Netwrok Station

Lunch Box Company

ScienZ Training Institute

Suzuka Satoyama Forestry

Visitors' House

ScienZ Institute

SUZUKA FARM

Hatake Gardening Park 
in the City

Kinderhouse Cherish
Study Building

As One House
ScienZ Academy

ScienZ School Office

Community space JOY

15 min.
by car

5 min.
by car
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investigates and clarify 
essential / true nature 
of human and society

an experimental site for 
any person to live in peace 
as an authentic self.

supports people to mature;  
to bring out their aptitude

ScienZ School ScienZ Institute

SUZUKA Community

As-One-NetworkAs-One-Network

as one network

The As One Suzuka Community is an urban 
eco-community with a completely new style, 
established in 2001 in an ordinary city in Japan.

In relationships where everybody can feel safe 
and secure with each other, each person can act 
in a proactive, independent way and by free will, 
talking and listening to each other, and it is 
precisely for this reason that all people and all 
things are interlaced in harmony.

There are no rules, restrictions, obligations or 
responsibilities. 

In a community without delimitation and with 

no regulations for the members, we are moving 
forward our experiment day after day towards 
“a society where anybody can live according to 
their true heart”, free of all restraints and 
coercions.

We plan and realize businesses without 
upper and lower classes or orders, and in which 
everyone can express and fulfill themselves, and 
we also try a social system in which it is possible 
to live in friendly relations with an intimacy such 
as a family and an economy in which no money 
is involved.

As One Suzuka Community
Diverse community businesses and all kinds of 

civic activities are developed voluntarily, and 
through these harmonious relationships and 
connections is constructed  a Community.

We are also connected to the network of 
eco-villages and transition towns around the 
world.

The 
Suzuka
 Model 

▲A social system that develops 
through continuous research

* As a member of the Global Eco-Village Network 
(GEN), the As One Suzuka Community was selected as 
one of the 60 eco-villages in the world for the 
realization of a low-carbon society at the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(COP21) held in Paris in 2015.
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Community HUB

Suzuka Culture Station

Based on research on the essence of people and society, 
human growth (internal transformation) and social 
experimentation (change of the society) 



Everyone wants to live safe, in peace and abundance. 
However, in today's society, there are restraints and 
coercions, and individuals must make efforts to acquire 
safety, peace of mind and wealth.

And if people deceive or overstrain themselves for 
this, they cannot live the life they want. In other words, 
we think that “being able to live in accordance with 
one’ s true wishes” is the basis for a safe, peaceful and 
abundant life.

We create and operate a system that allows 
everyone to live in accordance with their true wishes.

Demonstrate and express ourselves 
according to how each of us is

When everyone can live on their own 
initiatives, we will be satisfied and will aspire to 
make the most of ourselves. Then, as all of us 
express ourselves according to how we are and 
lead a rich life, society becomes more and 
more enriched. 

In this society, we are concentrating our 
efforts on helping people lead their best lives. 
The abundance and prosperity of the individual 
= the abundance and prosperity of society.

As One Suzuka Community

A company in which 
people are satisfied 
and fulfilled

The Society where anybody can live 
in accordance with their true wishes

Aiming a company in which every person can 
fully develop and is satisfied and fulfilled

The Community business enriches the community, in 
which individuals can also live a rich life. In such a 
company, there is no work that have to be done with 
the purpose of earning money.

It is just the work that people do because they want 
to do it. It is a company that prioritizes finding a suitable 
place where everybody can demonstrate their special 
ability and quality.

In a company where we can discuss everything 
without superiors, subordinates or penalties, we are 
working on creating a company that demonstrates the 
special abilities and qualities of all people and satisfies 
the hearts of all.

SUZUKA FARM

It is a company established by young people who 
want to do agriculture rooted in Suzuka. It is a company 
that begins with the support, expectations and 
assistance of the local residents, and prospers together 
with the regional people.

From the farmer's position, we want to cooperate 
with the creation of an original society, so we deliver rice 
and vegetables to the “Community Space JOY” without 
intervention of money.

As the community people eat what we have 
produced, our joy and satisfaction increase more and 
more, which awakes our pure and honest heart.

Living without intervention of money 

Ownership, money and household economy are all 
fictions created by humans. Here, we break away from 
them and we are trying to create an economy without 
intervention of money. 

There is no need for return, compensation, or reward 
for human activities. Everything comes from the impulse 
of the true wishes of the person, and these are actions 
and gifts coming from the heart.

The richness of these pure mutual gifts leads to the 
satisfaction and richness of the heart, not only of 
material wealth.

When the heart is enriched, it wants to use all 
people, things and energies optimally, and as a result, 
there is no waste and it will lead to a rational life with 
the right person in the right place.

The Lunchbox Company “Ofukuro-san 
bento”

In 2007, we started to design a company 
that makes both employees and the people 
around them happy.

Hoping to deliver a “really delicious lunch 
box”, we are trying to run a company that 
operates through mutual conversations and 
that do not depend on hierarchical relationship 
or orders.

Our homely hand-made flavor is well 
received by the local population, and the 
number of sales is increasing year by year. 
Currently 1000 to 1500 meals per day are 
produced and sold.

鈴鹿モデル

▲Ofukuro-san bento BOOK
   ￥1500+tax  P208 

An economic mechanism without
intervention of money

The Community Space “Joy”

Many people come to visit as  
a showcase of “next 
organization management” 
and “teal organization”.

The 
Suzuka
 Model 
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As One style

OrganizationOrganization
Freedom
No restrain 
or forcing

YouthYouth
Free and easy 
challenge

No evaluation
in results Senior citizensSenior citizens

Rich humanity
No obstinacy or 

complains

CompanyCompany
Demonstrate 
each other
No order or 
hierarchy

ConversationConversation
Listening
each other
No denial, 
or blames

Human
relationshipHuman
relationship

LivingLiving
Entrust 
in peace
No anxiety 
or enclosure

ManagementManagement
Respect for individuals 

in harmony
No power or 
majority vote

PositionPosition
My stage
No duties or 
responsibilities

ParentingParenting

No doctrine 
or push

EconomyEconomy
Abundance free 
from money
No need to 

possess

Whe
never, w

herever,

anyo
ne can start living with
“As One style”

Familiar

Environment to 
esteem individual

No opposition 
or refrain

A Place to Learn to Open up the Future

Local Activities to Nurture Richness
The Association to Talk About Ideal Life

How do seniors face their old age and how do they want to live and 
die? It began with such questions. Opening lectures by inviting 
medical professionals of our city while talking about own illnesses, we 
could finally awake the truth; “The person does not live alone but lives 
in the connection with many people, and he dies as well”. As long as 
your environment isn’ t ideal, you can’ t die in peace. We are opening 
a “Health for Living” in which you can feel free to consult about things 
such as health and care for parents.
     HP http://risoulife.wixsite.com/info

Hatake Gardening Park in the City
It is also the base of SUZUKA FARM, and is a field in which local 

people can enjoy farming life. The “Let's Go to Hatake, Eat at 
Hatake” project is an exchange opportunity in which you can sow 
seeds, grow, eat as well as you gather close to children and seniors 
throughout the year. There is a plaza in the park, and there are 
furnaces, a boiler, a well, an eco-toilet, and some other facilities, in 
which you can cook, eat, play, and relax.

Learn about the Lifestyle of the “Next Society”
The As One Suzuka Community has been a treasury of 

learning since 2001. You can learn new ways (As One Style) in 
various fields such as society, organization management, 
economy, workplace, company, communication, human 
relations, child-rearing, way of life each for seniors and youth. It 
will surely be an opportunity for learning to develop a future 
society in practice.

Suzuka Satoyama Forestry 
“Suzuka no Satoyama”, a Japanese traditional forest area close to 

human living, started to play one of roles for the sustainable society. 
That is a space in which children can play happily, mowing 
undergrowth, making swings in the trees. It has been developed based 
on the wishes of young people of Suzuka Community. Senior 
generations gathered to enjoy charcoal grilling and some others like 
children. As the relationship deepened, we have began to receive 
support from the local community and government. 

Nowadays with the cooperation of the city government, we have 
started caring for the thick forest in the city, and then we make 
charcoal with the cut wood, make use of charcoal in the living, and 
promote the use of charcoal in the living, Energy circulation with the 
region is progressing.

On the Stage of International Exchange 
and Education Programs

Educational programs are held here, such as “Gaia 
Education”, a comprehensive learning opportunity for 
sustainable living with UNESCO certification.

It is also used as a venue for international student 
exchange programs, and as a place for experiential 
learning for high school students, university seminar 
camps and employee training.

The 
Suzuka
 Model 

As One Suzuka Community
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Early Training Center of 
ScienZ School at Nago

The As One Suzuka Tour is an opportunity 
to catch a picture of “the next society” by 
touching the people and lives of the Suzuka 
community, which has been researching and 
experimenting since 2001.

The community aims that every person can 
live as he/she is. In other words, nobody have 
to decorate, gloss over, or protect oneself. 
Anyone can rest assured and stay at one’ s 
heart. Such a person-to-person connection is a 
cozy and friendly life.

In the “As One Study Tour”, you can see 
the actual situation of such a community, 
touch everyday life, taste dishes made with 
home-grown vegetables, interact with people. 

A n d  t h e n  y o u  w i l l  c o m e  u p  w i t h  
“something” that flows through the root. 

Whether you come with your family, friends, 
colleagues in your workplace, the “As One 
Tour” becomes an opportunity to think about 
an innovative “next society”!

The number of visitors from all over the 
world has increased. 

Suzuka Community progressing every day. 
Why don't you touch the present As One 
community?

        

As One Suzuka Tour

2000  As One Network Activities started in Suzuka.

2001  Community development in Suzuka started.

2003  Exchange with Brazil began.

2004  The ScienZ institute started.

2007  Community business, a Lunch Box Company launched at Suzuka.

2009  Exchange with South Korea began.

2010  As One Community became to be called in public. Activities

          to achieve a happy world without any conflict started being

          called PIESS NETWORK.

2011  The As One Suzuka Tour started, and visitors from all over the 

          world were accepted.

          The ScienZ School courses were held in Korea.

2012  At Suzuka Community, a community HUB was established,

          that is an organization to respect every and each person.

2013  The trial of Community Space JOY was getting fully in progress 

           at Suzuka Community; an innovative economy without  

           intervention of money.   Suzuka Community started as Transition

          Town Suzuka.

2014  Suzuka Community registered with GEN (Global Ecovillage

          Network) as an urban eco-village. ScienZ School Korea was

          established in Korea and various courses were held.

2015  The Exchange Study System began for those who want to study 

          ScienZ in the Suzuka community. Kinder House Cherish for 

          infants started as a new parenting attempt at Suzuka Community.

2015 November at COP21 in Paris, As One Suzuka Community was 

         introduced as a showcase, one of the 60 eco-villages in the world 

         to realize a low-carbon society .

2016  PIESS NETWORK renamed AS ONE NETWORK. 

          The ScienZ School Course was held in Brazil.

2017  The ScienZ School Brazil started in Brazil.

2018  The ScienZ Academy began as the project of the  human 

          resource development for the next society.

2019 The ScienZ School Course was held in Switzerland.

History

ひとって
いいなぁ
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As-One Tour started

The ScienZ Institute

Community Hub established

Early Lunch box producing and 
delivering Company, Ofukuro-san

I want 
to see

http://as-one.main.jp/English/tour.html



By reviewing everything from the ground 
up, you can free yourself from all kinds of ties 
and restrictions. And then you can start a 
human life freely and pleasantly.

This is a seminar in which you can learn 
about ScienZ Method to live your true color 
anytime, anywhere.

While discussing various themes with 
participants, we will explore them in a fun and 
deep way. Rather than having someone tell 
you or learn something, you will use your head 
to study closely.

In the midst of this, you will be freed from 
the beliefs and textures that you have assumed 
to be “common sense” and “obvious”, and 
you will be able to see a rich and bright world.

This is an opportunity to “experience” a 

innovative way of using intelligence, learning 
connected to the real heart = ScienZ Method 
(human intelligence revolution).

When you join this seminar, the purpose of 
your life will become clear, you will be able to 
discuss anything with people close to you, and 
you will be able to live actively without any 
worries and anxieties. It will become clear that 
natural human relationships will become the 
basis for community development and 
company one.

As One Seminar

Towards the world
Activities in Japan

Activities to connect with each real heart 
have been developed, in various regions, 
companies, and fields of interest.

Such voluntary challenges from each 
standpoint are progressing, as the creation of a 
reliable local community, a share house as a 
model community, a picture for senior 
generation to draw their ideal old age, as well 
as an educational program for a sustainable 
soc ie ty .  Those  ac t i v i t ies  have  been  
collaborating and becoming a large force.

It also play a key role in creating a larger 
stream, in cooperation with other organizations 
aiming at better societies.

Developing to overseas

There are many people from all over the 
world, who come to see Suzuka's trial of “The 
next society”. Some of people have wanted to 
created the one in their own countries, and 
then they started such activities.

Korea
The exchange started in 2009, and many 

civil activists and social groups have visited at 
Suzuka. As One Seminar has been held in 
Korea since 2011, and ScienZ School Korea has 
also been established. 

High School students of free-school come 

to Suzuka regularly to study, and many young 
people come to the ScienZ Academy. The 
base for community establishment has come to 
be accomplished.

Brazil
The exchange began in 2003. The As One 

Seminar has been held continuously since the 
ScienZ School Brazil was opened in 2017. 
Young people have also been sent to the 
ScienZ Academy, and the movement to create 
a community is becoming more active.

Date: Please check on the website.
Period: 6 nights and 7 days training camp, first day 12:30  Last day 16:00
Participation fee: including meals and accommodation, Adults 60000yen, Students 40000yen
Venue: ScienZ School Suzuka Institute
Contact: As One Seminar Secretariat
               E-mail: international@as-one.main.jp
               http://as-one.main.jp/English/seminar.html

I want
to learn
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Participation Requirements

As one network



ScienZ School offers educational programs 
that allow each person to learn “ScienZ 
Method” for the purpose of “knowing human 
beings and living as human beings”, through 
the process of “knowing oneself, knowing life, 
and knowing society” from the ground up in 
the programs.

At ScienZ School, we focus on the growth of 
each person's humanity, that is, the growth of 
“heart” and “intelligence”.

A human originally has an intellectual desire 
and can grow as a human by "knowing" the 
world around him. It will enable to live a better 

ScienZ School ScienZ Academy

ScienZ Institute

To create an ideal society, new human 
resources are needed. They can think and act 
from the completely new standpoint, without 
being bound by common sense and existing 
values.

It is the urgent need to cultivate human 
resources who have the creative power to 
know the original forms of human and society 
as well as to realize them in the real world.

The new human resources are the persons 
who can talk with anyone anywhere in the 
world; who can live on one’ s own initiative and 
create a place.

The path has been found out and clarified 
for the cultivation of human resource through 
the As One Network activities since 2001. And 

then In April 2018, it has been opened as “The 
ScienZ Academy”.

By Acquiring the ScienZ Method that can 
realize a human way of life, and having 
capability to concentrate on essential things 
and matters, and then becoming the person 
who are welcomed by anyone, they will jump 
out to every corner of the world.

The ScienZ Institute conducts research and 
experiments to create an innovative society that 
is full of human intellect and affection, free from 
anger, conflict, discrimination and poverty, by 
studying people and society scientifically.

Based on exploring the essence of people 
and society, we are clalifying ways to manifest a 
society based on human nature and devising 
methods for that.

The research content and realization 
methods were tested and utilized in the As One 

daily living and a better life for you to know 
yourself, the people, things and societies 
supporting you, as well as to know your true 
wishes and the purpose of your life.

By developing the intelligence to observe 
yourself and explore what it really is, you will be 
able to walk with the people around you in 
your way of life, without being swayed by 
relationships or the surrounding environment.

That is why various courses are held in the 
ScienZ School.

Exploring  the essence and clarifying the
original fo rm of people and society

Network activities around the world, including 
the As One Suzuka Community, and human 
resource development projects such as ScienZ 
School and ScienZ Academy, which became 
further research material for analysis. 

We are creating a cycle of research-experiment-
practice, that is, analysis, examination and 
elusidation.

 Activities of the ScienZ Institute are closely 
linked to actual life and social activities.

For realization of "One Society", we are 

conducting research activities so that ScienZ 
Method can be used practically and social 
systems without fixed and stagnation function.

In addition, the “SCIENZ Books” series has 
been published in order to make people widely 
understand the concept of “SCIENZ”.

Growing up as a human and
demonstrating oneself

Develop human resources to 
create the next society

SC
IE

NZ SCHOOL JAPAN

SCIENZ InstituteSCIENZ Institute
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